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Combine each pair of sentences using a conjunction from the word bank. 

 

1. Ian plays pool. His brother prefers to play basketball. 

 _______________________________________________________ 

2. I love to swim. We go to my uncle’s pool. 

 _______________________________________________________ 

3. Angela will bring us a cake. Her oven is broken. 

 ____________________________________________ 

4. This is the market. We buy all of our apples. 

 ____________________________________________ 

5. I keep my boots in my closet. Winter is over.

 _______________________________________________________ 

 

Combine each pair of sentences by using a subordinating conjunction at 
the start of the new sentence. 
 

6. My dad has worked at his company. I was born. 

 _______________________________________________________ 

7. The coach wants us there. The game starts.

 _______________________________________________________ 

8. The teacher grades our papers. We take the test.

 _______________________________________________________ 

Conjunctions: 

after before although whenever while once 

since until unless as if as if 
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Answers 
Answers may vary. 

 

1. Ian plays pool. His brother prefers to play basketball. 

 Ian plays pool while his brother prefers to play basketball. 

2. I love to swim. We go to my uncle’s pool. 

 I love to swim whenever we go to my uncle’s pool. 

3. Angela will bring us a cake. Her oven is broken. 

 Angela will bring us a cake unless her oven is broken. 

4. This is the market. We buy all of our apples. 

 This is the market where we buy all of our apples. 

5. I keep my boots in my closet. Winter is over. 

 I keep my boots in my closet until winter is over. 

6. My dad has worked at his company. I was born. 

 Since I was born, my dad has worked at his company. 

7. The coach wants us there. The game starts.  

Before the game starts, the coach wants us there. 

8. The teacher grades our papers. We take the test. 

 After we take the test, the teacher grades our papers. 
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